
If you're looking for a perfect way to explore and discover new 

dimensions of your life, there's no place quite like our sprawling 

club. Around 50,000 sq. ft. (4647 sq. meters), the new clubhouse is 

under construction and will be equipped with recreational, sports 

and entertainment facilities. These will include a giant swimming 

pool, multi-cuisine restaurant and spa. And meanwhile, you can 

always enjoy our fully operational clubhouse - Bloomingdale. 

The Ultimate Club Experience.



NAHAR BUSINESS CENTER: 

This world-class facility allows you to operate your business optimally. The state-of-the-art 

infrastructure, excellent connectivity and large spaces ensure smooth working. Moreover, 

the peaceful nature of the surroundings help you focus -- or let you relax with a simple peek at 

the greenery outside. 

NAHAR MEDICAL CENTER:

You never know when a medical emergency may 

strike, and it is comforting to have first rate care close 

at hand. A team of highly qualified physicians and 

consultants are backed by state-of-the-art health care 

equipment, all under one roof. 

D- MART: 

A dedicated three-level supermarket serves the township, and stocks the 

best of brands. With a double-height atrium and an ultra-modern facade, 

shopping for your daily needs is an elegant quick-pick exercise..

Convenience is an aspect of luxury.



THE NAHAR INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL:

A venture of the S. B. Nahar Charitable Trust headed by Mr. S. B. Nahar, 

Chairman of Nahar Group. Here, hungry minds are fed a quality intellectual 

                      diet designed for the Cambridge International Examination (CIE)

A temple of the mind.

An 8- storey structure with two basements and a ground floor 

(totalling150,000 sq. ft.), the school is equipped with workshops, 

science labs, computer studios, a large library, an audio-visual room and 

a large playground. The auditorium boasts a 6,000 sq. ft. glass facade.



The spiritual edge.

The township has its own Jain temple – the Derasar of Shri 

Munisurvat Swami Bhagwan.  The exquisite marble structure is 

inspired by the shrine at Sarvodaya Nagar, Mulund. Nestled amidst 

lush greenery, the temple contributes to the spiritual wellbeing of 

the township residents.

A playground for the soul.

Escape to nature in one of India's largest podium gardens. Just outside your villa is 

the township's meticulously landscaped 5,00,000 sq. ft. (46,500 sq. meters) 

wonderland, dotted with blossoming trees and shimmering water bodies. Special 

jogging and walking tracks run through these tranquil greens, providing exercise for 

the body and peace for the soul. Among the attractions are a skating rink, life-size 

snakes-&-ladders court, a chess floor with life-size chess pieces, a yoga corner and 

more.

A dedicated fun zone is a first-of-its-kind in this country. Designed with safe-play 

equipment from Kompan (the Danish playground solutions company), this special 

area is always filled with laughter.



International talent. 

World class landscaping. 

The landscaping for Nahar’s Amrit Shakti township has been 

conceptualized by internationally acclaimed firm Belt Collins, 

and executed by TLS Pvt. Ltd.  Their Singapore- based 

landscape designer Saidah Taib’s confluence of worldwide 

cultures and influences inspire work of global dimensions. 

Her design for Nahar’s  Amrit Shakti has been acclaimed as 

one of the world's most futuristic projects, receiving accolades 

and appreciation. 





The Inside Story. 

The Nahar Group is second to none in its passion for perfection, attention to detail and fondness of nature. Under the aegis of Chairman 

and Managing Director, Mr. Sukhraj Nahar, and Vice Chairperson,  Ms. Manju Yagnik, the Group has spent the last four decades 

partnering with globally acclaimed companies and working closely with our customers. An endeavour that has resulted in the creation of 

inspirational landmarks across 15 million square feet of residential, commercial and industrial properties in Mumbai, Pune, Chennai, 

Ahmedabad and parts of Rajasthan. 

The pioneering effort of creating an integrated township, Nahar's Amrit Shakti, has resulted in Mumbai's only green zone. Planned in 

close conjunction with renowned landscape designers, architects, planners, technicians and innovators, it is a place which offers you 

luxury of both nature and space.

NAHAR’S AMRIT SHAKTI– A HOME TO HAPPINESS

CALLALILY - CAMELLIA  |  FIRANGIPANI - FIORELLO  |  ZARA - ZINNIA  |  VIOLA ALBA  |  

ORCHID  |  MAGNOLIA  |  LILIUM - LANTANA  |  YARROW - YUCCA - VINCA  |  IRIS - IVY  |  

MIMOSA - MIRABILIS  |  ARUM - ALLAMANDA  | TILIA - TULIPIA  |  JONQUILLE - JAMAICA  |  

LAUREL - LILAC |  BURBERRY - BRYONY  |  YVONNE

SUKHRAJ NAHAR

Founder, Chairman and Managing Director

"Actualization is the distinguishing factor between one who has a vision and a visionary." 

As Chairman & Managing Director, Mr. Sukhraj Nahar is the steady hand at the helm of Nahar Group. 

Spanning over four decades, his vision has translated the wishes of millions into reality. Mr. Nahar is a pioneer in 

the concept of township residences that offer a holistic way of living. Today the township concept is widely 

adopted across the nation and has changed the shape of the real estate industry. His contribution to the industry 

and to society at large has been recognized not just in the form of awards but blessings that have brought success 

to the Group's doorstep. His penchant for perfection, quality and on-time delivery are aspects that are today 

synonymous with Nahar Group.

 MANJU YAGNIK

Vice-Chairperson

"Business acumen is about backing a vision with strategic planning."

Ms. Manju Yagnik has been associated with Nahar Group for over two decades. Her core expertise lies in 

product development and marketing strategy. Her dynamism reflects in her process-oriented approach and her 

understanding of the changing market scenarios. Aware that the Indian consumer has evolved into a global 

consumer and this paradigm shift necessitates a transformation in the mindset and thus the product offerings, 

Ms. Manju Yagnik has planned Nahar's Amrit Shakti with an objective to bring home luxuries offered by 

projects acclaimed globally.

Several accolades stand testimony to her corporate governance skills and contribution to the industry. Not 

surprisingly, Ms. Manju Yagnik is recognized as an industry icon for her thought leadership. 

In the capacity of a Co-Chairperson of the Exhibition Committee at MCHI (Maharashtra Chamber of Housing 

Industry) she also shoulders the responsibility of offering a common platform for developers and home seekers. 

She attributes the Group's success to a culture that believes in incessant betterment across functions.

HAFEEZ CONTRACTOR

Architect

World-renowned architect and master planner Hafeez Contractor has conceptualized, designed and executed a 

wide range of architectural projects. Some of the nation's most coveted awards like the 'Priyadarshani Award for 

Architect of the Year' have been bestowed upon him. Amongst others, he has also won the 'Construction World - 

Architect of the Year', for four consecutive years, and the 'Realty Plus Excellence Award' for creating the best 

residential schemes in the past 3 years. Nahar's Amrit Shakti is a result of Mr. Contractor's impeccable prowess, 

and the buildings he has created are a reflection of the best in internation architecture. Today Nahar's Amrit 

Shakti is a well known project it has gone from being about just homes to being all about lifestyle.



High standards breed 
high accolades.
Nahar Group's various awards, accolades and recognitions, for its

exceptional contribution to the real estate world, are a testimony to it. 

HDFC the leading bank that collaborates with Nahar Group, has recognized 

the Group with the 'Building a Better Future Together' award.

Nahar's Amrit Shakti was felicitated with the 'Township Award at Pan-India 

level in 2007', instituted by Times Glory.

Mumbai Municipal Corporation has awarded Nahar's Amrit Shakti for its 

excellent township garden.

MCHI has bestowed the 'Critics' award, 'Excellence in Design' award, and 

the 'Best Innovative Marketing Award' on Nahar Group year after year.

Mr. Sukhraj Nahar was felicitated with the 'Oneness of Mahavir and 

Mahatma Award' by Times of India, for his contribution to social work.

He was also awarded the 'Man of the Year Award' by Accommodation Times.

In addition, Mr. Nahar has won many other awards for his contribution to 

numerous social and cultural causes.

Ms. Manju Yagnik was awarded the 'Woman Entrepreneur Award 2007' by 

Accommodation Times.

Ms. Yagnik was honoured as the 'Female Real Estate Professional' of the Year 

2011 by Realty Plus.

She was also bestowed with the 'Corporate Governance and Business 

Excellence Award' by Star Report.

Where the corporate 
ladder ends.
Today, Nahar's Amrit Shakti is undoubtedly amongst the most popular 

townships for high level executives in Mumbai. All leading financial 

institutions have expressed approval for the project.

You are invited to become a part of this privileged corporate clique.

American Express Bank

Air India

Colgate Palmolive

Asian Paints

Cadbury India

Cisco Systems

JP Morgan

Jet Airways

Deloitte

Pfizer

Reliance Industries

ICICI Bank

Standard Chartered Bank

ITC Grand Maratha

Larsen & Toubro

Bayer

CitiGroup

Deutsche Bank

Oman Air

Philippines Airlines

Price Waterhouse Cooper

Oracle

TCS

ABB

LG

IBM

Istithmar

Emirates Airlines

Etisalat

Al-Futtiam Group Company

ENOC Company

Mashreq Bank

Ericsson

Hindustan Unilever

HSBC Bank Middle East Ltd.

Far away from everything. Yet connected to it.
Welcome to the picturesque locales of Chandivali  and adjacentnear Powai. 

It’s like being in a world of your own – yet if connectivity is what you seek, this is the place to be.

The upcoming Metro line is within a distance of 1.5 kms. 

Business hubs like SEEPZ and MIDC are just 3 kms away. 

The International Airport is at a 3.4 kms distance and the Domestic Airport is 5 kms away.

Proximity to Powai lake, major Hospitality Zones, JVLR, Western and Eastern Express Highways, L&T Junction, 

Ghatkopar and Andheri Railway Station, is what makes Nahar’s Amrit Shakti the ideal places to live in.
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